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                                                                            Match Report  

We had a good morning to shoot and a good turnout. The usual suspects were here plus Wolf Bock came out of 

hibernation and we had a new shooter, non-member Bob McGill, who had a good time shooting with us. We hope to see 

him on a regular basis. 

 

We gave the new prone shooting platforms a whirl and they worked just fine. We shot the standing stage on the 

concrete of course, then used the platforms for the rest of the stages. They were cumbersome to move being heavy as is 

needed for stability, but we had no difficulties at all adapting to them. They are certainly stable enough for any 

competitions the club holds. 

 

The service rifles outshot the match rifles this month, mainly because the two match rifle shooters cross fired on each 

other and it cost them dearly. Yours truly had the highest score for the day beating Jake Swierczek by 5 points, but 

anyone who can shoot the old reliable M1 Garand like Jake can has my respect as the better rifleman. I’ll enjoy this 

matches results but know I will be a target at the next match. 

 

Many thanks to the competitors for their help in setting up the range and getting everything back in order after the 

match.  And a special thanks to Mark Swierczek for running the second relay again, allowing me to shoot, and to Jake 

Swierczek who suggested a better way for us to shoot the standing stage which worked well and was a lot less work. 

 

Our next high power rifle match will be the Vintage Military Rifle match July 23rd.  Details on the match will be 

forthcoming . I encourage you vintage rifle owners to come to the Woodstock match on the 21st of July. You can get a 

good zero off the bench at that match, fine tune the sights during the Vintage Rifle Match sight in period and be ready to 

do some serious rifle shooting with an old rifle that has paid its dues and wants to be shot again. We have shooting mats 

and spotting scopes (although the scopes aren’t the best) you may use if you don’t have your own. 

 

I urge you to give our high power matches a try. Good competition, good company and a good time to be had by all.   

 

Dick Chadwick, Match Director                                                                    

                                                                                



Results Bulletin 

Service Rifle 

Name                      Class        Rifle         Standing       Sit/Kneel     Prone          Prone       Aggregate         Place         Special 

                                                                       Slow             Rapid          Rapid           Slow                                                    Category 

Chadwick, Dick        SS(T)        AR-15         89-1X           91-1X           90-2X           186-1X       456-5X            MW           Senior                                                                   

Swierczek, Jake       EX             M1             86-0X           88-1X           89-1X           188-7X       451-9X             1st              Junior 

Swierczek, Mark     SS             AR-15         83-0X           84-1X           92-0X           175-1X       434-2X                    

McGill, Robert        MK(T)       AR-15        78-0X           75-0X           75-0X            154-0X       382-0X 

Zeigler, Ray             MK(T)       AR-15         69-0X           79-0X           67-0X           137-1X       352-1X  

Crowley, Chris        MK(T)        M1             74-0X           48-0X           78-1X           109-0X       309-1X 

Bock, Wolf              MK(T)        M1              59-0X          51-0X            61-0X           118-1X      289-1X 

Zeigler, David         MK(T)       AR-15          56-0X           34-0X           61-0X           105-0X       256-0X 

                                                                                   Match Rifle 

Stephens,Paul         EX   Swedish CG63    88-3X            97-3X          89-0X            170-4X         444-10X          1st 

Haimbach, Steve    EX        AR-15          93-2X            81-1X          90-0X            166-3X        430-6X                             Senior                                                            

100 points possible each stage (200 prone slow), 500 points possible.  (T): Temporary NRA Classification. Classification 

card will be issued after 150 rounds have been fired in competition. MW: Match Winner (high overall score). 


